This article reviews the concepts of curricular integration and integrative learning. These concepts have reemerged in contemporary higher education reforms and are crucial in pharmacy programs where students are expected to acquire the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed for competent practice in a complex environment. Enhancing integration requires negotiating obstacles, including institutional traditions of disciplinary structures and disciplinary differences in understandings of knowledge and approaches to teaching and learning; investing the time and effort to design and implement integrated curricula; and using learning-centered pedagogical strategies. Evidence supporting the value of such efforts is not compelling, as much because of insufficient research as lackluster findings. Future avenues of scholarly inquiry are suggested to evaluate curricular integration, distinguishing between the curriculum espoused by planners, the curriculum enacted by instructors, and the curriculum experienced by students.
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When we put together a jigsaw puzzle, we usually have a picture to guide us. None of the pieces means anything taken alone; only when the pieces are put together do they mean something...This jigsaw puzzle metaphor ought to say something to educators. It is, after all, not unlike how young people experience the curriculum in too many schools. They move from one classroom to another, from one time block to another, from one textbook to another, from one teacher to another, confronted by disconnected, fragmented pieces of information or skills. For these young people, the curriculum is a pile of jigsaw puzzle pieces without a picture.

– James A. Beane, Toward a Coherent Curriculum

INTRODUCTION

Increased attention is being paid to curricular integration in pharmacy education reform. Integration is seen as a strategy for making educational experiences coherent, relevant, and engaging; connecting diverse disciplines; and facilitating higher-order learning. Problems and situations that arise in pharmacy practice rarely fall neatly into the disciplinary categories traditionally used to structure pharmacy curricula. If the main purposes of pharmacy education are to provide students with the competencies to function within a large, complex healthcare system and to manage patients’ drug therapies for myriad medical conditions, then curricula that integrate disciplines and theory with practice would be beneficial. Also, curricular integration is explicitly called for in the accreditation standards for pharmacy programs in both the United States (Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education Standard 10) and Canada (Canadian Council for Accreditation of Pharmacy Programs Standard 9).

Integrative learning has long been the goal of educational programs; however, the responsibility for accomplishing it is shifting from students being expected to make their own connections between coursework in different disciplines and between their classroom and real-life experiences, to instructors and institutions being responsible for designing curricula that will support integrative learning. Concerns with curricular integration are driven in part by recognition that integrative learning needs to be fostered to occur for most students, and is hampered by institutional factors such as the proliferation of courses and programs, the diversity of the student population, and the emergence of specialized disciplines.

However, curricular integration is not a panacea for pharmacy students’ fragmented educational experiences or lack of preparedness for practice. There is a danger of integration for integration’s sake rather than for sound educational purposes. There are gains and losses, and barriers that must be overcome in designing and implementing integrated curricula.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the nature and purpose of curricular integration, strategies for and obstacles to curricular integration, and existing and proposed avenues of scholarly inquiry in curricular integration. This paper draws upon insights gleaned from curriculum design and research experiences in the entry-to-practice program of the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada.

DEFINING CURRICULAR INTEGRATION

Many consider the terms integration and interdisciplinarity synonymous and do not distinguish among multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary approaches to curriculum design. Different definitions for curricular integration have been suggested, but one that is well-suited to pharmacy curricula is the “intentional uniting or meshing of discrete elements or features [of a planned educational experience].” Another distinction that is not always made is that between integrated and integrative curricula, the former referring to educational experiences designed to demonstrate to students the patterns and applications of different knowledge domains, and the latter referring to curricula in which students create their own patterns. Further confusion arises from differing conceptions of the term curriculum. These include curriculum as the intentions of program planners (the espoused curriculum), curriculum as the learning and assessment activities implemented by instructors in the program (the enacted curriculum), and curriculum as the way in which educational activities are taken up by students (the experienced curriculum). These 3 concepts of curriculum converge and diverge in various ways. For example, the enacted curriculum may diverge from the espoused curriculum because of failure to implement certain elements as intended or to changes over time as the curriculum evolves. Also, students’ learning experiences may fall short of or go well beyond the intentions of the formal activities of the program.

Curricular integration is considered to have horizontal and vertical dimensions, terms which also suffer from inconsistent use. In pharmacy programs, horizontal integration usually refers to integration across basic science disciplines such as medicinal chemistry, pharmaceutics, and pharmacology, while vertical integration typically refers to integration of basic and clinical sciences. However, the combination of basic and clinical sciences within a unit or year of study has also been referred to as horizontal integration, while the term vertical integration has also been applied to spiral curricula, with topics revisited in increasingly complex ways as the program proceeds. A comprehensive approach to the design of an integrated curriculum for a pharmacy program must attend to horizontal and vertical dimensions and to structural and pedagogical strategies to facilitate integrative learning.

Horizontal Integration: Crossing Disciplinary Boundaries

Integration across disciplines can take various forms, from multidisciplinarity, with the disciplines separately focusing on a common theme, to interdisciplinarity, with the disciplines developing a shared understanding of a topic, to transdisciplinarity, where disciplinary distinctions are not evident. Each approach has its place, as may disciplinary isolation. Harden notes that no single integration strategy is ideal in a complex curriculum and proposes an “integration ladder,” which provides a gradated scale of cross-disciplinary approaches. These range from “awareness,” where the curriculum is discipline-based but instructors have knowledge of the content of coursework in other disciplines, to “transdisciplinarity,” where the curriculum revolves around real-world experiences, without regard for discipline-specific understandings. Intermediate approaches use strategies such as incorporation of material from other disciplines, joint teaching by instructors from different disciplines, and inclusion of interdisciplinary units in the curriculum to enhance integration.

Vertical Integration: Connecting Across Time and Between Theory and Practice

Vertical integration has 2 aspects: (1) the progression of the curriculum over time, where content unfolds in a logical order and prior learning is accounted for and used to advantage; and (2) the connection to real-world contexts where learning is applied. This latter element is especially important in pharmacy programs, where learning from the classroom is expected to be put to safe and effective use in the clinical practice setting.

Pharmacy curricula are traditionally structured with the basic sciences components in the early years and clinical experiences in the later years. A more contemporary approach is an “inverted triangles” curriculum, with clinical experience provided from the beginning and gradually becoming more dominant and with basic sciences dominant in the beginning and persisting until the end of the program. The intention of this curricular structure is to enhance integration of theory and practice by (1) using early clinical experience to provide context for learning in the basic sciences, and (2) encouraging the grounding of clinical practice in the basic sciences.
Integrative Learning

Integrative learning has been defined as “an understanding and a disposition that a student builds across the curriculum and co-curriculum, from making simple connections among ideas and experiences to synthesizing and transferring learning to new, complex situations within and beyond campus.”26 This type of learning does not occur spontaneously for most students. Rather, it requires an active process of using theoretical knowledge from diverse subjects and real-life experiences to construct meaningful wholes, and is more likely to occur when deliberately facilitated by instructors.12,13 Further, for integrative learning to occur, students must have the ability to perceive relationships; have, or gain in the process, the knowledge to perceive these relationships; have the ability to generalize through identifying similarities and suppressing dissimilarities; and have the desire for this type of learning.27 Given differences between individuals in their abilities and proclivities as learners, the integrative learning achieved through integrated curricula will vary between students and contexts, and may well differ from curriculum planners’ and instructors’ intentions.

DESIGNING THE INTEGRATED CURRICULUM

As integrative learning does not “just happen” for most students, careful curriculum planning is required to foster this outcome. Ultimately, the intention is to “replace the mystifying mosaic of many separated courses and unrelated extracurricular experiences by an educational program that has unity.”8 The integrated curriculum should provide students with opportunities to observe and evaluate others’ integrative efforts; to deal with problems that draw on and require new connections between prior experiences; and to relate classroom learning to the external world.8

Integrative Structures

Structural strategies for improving integration in pharmacy programs, at least in the horizontal dimension, include sequential scheduling of related courses (eg, a pathophysiology class, followed by a pharmacology class, followed by a therapeutics class) and the inclusion of occasional learning activities in one discipline that call on knowledge from other disciplines (eg, a pharmacy practice laboratory exercise that draws on biochemistry concepts, or the inclusion of physical assessment activities in a pathophysiology course).28,29 Numerous examples of such strategies have been reported previously in the Journal.30-35 Fuller integration is achieved by using body systems and/or disease states, rather than disciplines, to structure the curriculum.36,37 Thus, a pharmacy curriculum might include modules on the cardiovascular system, the respiratory system, and so on, rather than courses in pharmacometrics, medicinal chemistry, pharmacology, therapeutics, etc. Examples include the programs at Butler University (in the curriculum as intended) and Dalhousie University (in the curriculum as implemented).38,39 Both programs still contain some discipline-based courses, but the bulk of each curriculum is designed as a series of integrated modules.38,39 These 2 programs appear to be fairly similar, but there are notable differences in both the modules offered and the order in which they occur. It is not clear how these choices were made, nor are the strategies for vertical integration reported for these curricula, either with regard to the progression from one module to the next or with regard to connections between classroom-based and experiential elements.

Integrative Pedagogies

In addition to themed arrangements of content, specific pedagogic strategies have the potential to facilitate integrative learning. These include the use of general ability-based outcomes to define learning expectations, case-based and problem-based learning, capstone courses, experiential learning, and comprehensive authentic assessment. These strategies speak to the logical necessity of making clear to students what they are expected to know and be able to do, and aligning educational experiences and assessment tasks with those expectations. Fortunately, these are familiar learning-centered practices already in use to varying degrees in pharmacy programs.

The articulation of general ability-based outcomes is helpful in integrative learning because such outcomes transcend disciplinary boundaries and signal that the intention of the curriculum is not simply mastery of content knowledge, but also the ability to synthesize, apply, and communicate knowledge in complex, real-world situations. Well-designed case-based, problem-based, and capstone learning activities simulate those complex, real-world situations and provide opportunities for students to observe the importance of and to practice the skill of integrating knowledge across disciplines. Experiential learning, which can take the form of community service learning, co-op work, clinical placements, etc., all provide opportunities to apply theory to practice. They are also a source of complex, real-world situations that can be drawn upon to support the learning of theory.

Assessment of integrative learning is a particular challenge.10,40 As with instructional strategies, however, many familiar forms of assessment may be useful if designed to give students opportunities to demonstrate integrative learning. Elements of integrative learning to
look for in students’ work include (1) connections between content across disciplines, (2) transference of skills, abilities, theories, or methods gained in one context to new contexts, (3) connections between academic knowledge and life experiences, (4) communication in ways that enhance meaning, and (5) reflections on learning and self-assessing. Comprehensive assessments that simultaneously evaluate basic and clinical sciences in pharmacy programs may be particularly valuable, as they transcend the structural elements of the curriculum. For example, students scoring higher on the basic sciences component of a comprehensive examination in their fourth year than in their first year (when the material was taught) has been attributed to their integration of this content with their clinical knowledge during their fourth-year practice experiences. However, assessing integrative learning is still challenging, and highlights the importance of faculty leadership and professional development initiatives in the successful use of this and all integrative pedagogies.

**Integrative Efforts at the University of British Columbia**

The pharmacy program at the University of British Columbia is mainly structured along disciplinary lines, with sequences of courses in pharmacy practice, medicinal chemistry, pharmaceutics, pathophysiology, clinical pharmacy, and nonprescription therapy supplemented by streams of pharmacy skills laboratory/tutorial courses, case-based tutorials, experiential clerkships, and elective courses. Horizontal integration is achieved through 2 main mechanisms. The first is the inclusion of a case-based tutorial course in each year of the program, explicitly for the purpose of integrating concepts from other courses. The second is the linking of disciplinary courses through co-requisites and scheduling. For example, the pathophysiology, pharmacology, clinical pharmacy, and nonprescription therapy courses list each other as co-requisites and, to the extent possible, are scheduled in consecutive hours in the same classroom. Course coordinators aim for logical sequencing of content and may trade timeslots to facilitate this — an example of “temporal coordination” on Harden’s ladder.

Additional horizontal integration efforts are emerging as a result of changes in faculty governance. For many years, the faculty had 5 discipline-based divisions. Division members shared research interests and were responsible for the courses in their discipline. In September 2009, these divisions were dissolved. Research and graduate studies functions are now managed by interdisciplinary groups, and entry-to-practice program functions are led by a director and 4 coordinators (1 coordinator for each of the 4 years in the program). The director and coordinators have successfully facilitated connections between courses that were previously isolated (eg, linking a medicinal chemistry course to a pharmacy skills laboratory course through the inclusion of chemical structures on a “Top 200” drugs list now used in both courses — an example of “harmonization” on Harden’s ladder); improving temporal coordination of content in several areas, including diabetes, hypertension, and female reproduction; and piloting a multidisciplinary module in pulmonary disease.

Two forms of vertical integration also occur in the curriculum. Integration over time is achieved by instructors in disciplinary courses collaborating to ensure that the sequencing of topics from term to term and year to year is appropriate, that gaps and repetition are avoided, and that overlaps are used strategically to reinforce concepts. Integration between theory and practice is achieved through brief exposures to practice in the first year of the program and practice experience courses from the second year to the fourth year. Coordinators of the practice experience courses confer with other instructors, particularly in the pharmacy skills and case-based courses, to ensure that students have the opportunity to learn the necessary knowledge and skills to meet performance expectations. Deficiencies in students’ knowledge or skills noted by preceptors are communicated so courses can be modified as needed. For example, the aforementioned drug list was originally created in response to preceptor feedback on students’ poor product knowledge. This is a modest intervention, however, and no real effort is made to infuse the practice elements of the curriculum with the classroom elements, or vice versa.

Integrative pedagogies are also used in the program. For example, a set of ability-based outcomes underpins the curriculum and reference is made to these in all course syllabi; case-based learning occurs in numerous courses, not just in the case-based tutorial stream; and integrative assessment strategies, including case-based and objective structured clinical examinations (OSCEs), are used in selected courses across the curriculum. Regardless, there is consensus within the faculty that greater integration of the curriculum would be desirable. Questions persist, though, about the form(s) this should take, the pace and degree of change needed in the program, and the sustainability of integrative efforts.

**OBSTACLES TO CURRICULAR INTEGRATION**

There are numerous barriers to creating better integrated pharmacy curricula. As with any substantive curricular change, considerable time and effort are required...
to plan a coherent program of study to facilitate students’ acquisition of higher-order knowledge, skills, and abilities. Additional challenges to curricular integration include the nature of academia, which is rooted in disciplines, and the limitations of the evidence supporting integrative efforts.

**The Nature of Academic Disciplines**

Given that much of the focus on curricular integration is on the crossing of disciplinary boundaries, one of the major obstacles to curricular integration is the need to overcome centuries of institutional history. The earliest European universities offered education in separate subjects, and disciplinary communities coalesced as knowledge expanded and research became an important mission of universities. As the disciplines evolved, they developed distinct views of knowledge and norms of research, publication, and education, resulting in the formation of “academic tribes,” where faculty members locate their professional aspirations and academic identity.

With disciplinary differences in the nature of knowledge come differences in approach to teaching and learning. Entwistle, in fact, suggests that “[t]here is an inner logic of the subject and its pedagogy. There is a logic that holds together the various strands of a discipline or topic area, and there is a logical connection between the intellectual demands of the subject and how best to teach it.”

This “logical connection” between disciplinary learning and teaching can give rise to unique pedagogical strategies, so-called “signature pedagogies,” within disciplines. To give a pharmacy-specific example, pharmacologists use drug classes as the organizing framework for their unique knowledge, whereas clinicians use disease states.

Differences in concepts of knowledge, expectations for thinking, and pedagogical practices complicate the process of crossing disciplinary boundaries in integrated curricula. However, a good grasp of disciplinary knowledge and skills is necessary for integrative learning, and takes time to develop, so disciplinary elements are still needed in integrated curricula. Significant time is also needed, though, for integrative learning. Within the confines of typical degree programs, this time comes at the expense of disciplinary learning, so it is no surprise that integrated curricula are criticized for loss of depth of disciplinary knowledge.

**Effort in Planning and Implementation**

Considerable effort is required to design horizontally and vertically integrated curricula. Agreement on issues such as content and timing is required on a level far beyond that in traditional discipline-based programs. Obstacles to integration in pharmacy curricula include lack of faculty time, limited incentive, competition for time within the curriculum for content, non-standardized base knowledge of students, limited opportunity for interaction between basic scientists and clinicians, differences in level of interest in integration on the part of basic scientists and clinicians, and student resistance to unfamiliar pedagogies.

Delivering and sustaining integrated curricula also requires time and resources. Even simple horizontal integration efforts such as coordinating topics between courses often depend on instructors being available at specific times, which may require ongoing planning and repeated negotiation. More elaborate integration efforts that require multiple instructors to be present at the same time are particularly challenging to schedule and may be deemed inefficient or too costly. One solution to this problem has been the creation of designated integrated learning areas, where groups of students are able to meet and access materials that teams of instructors have prepared, but instructors do not all have to be present at the same time. However, even creating dedicated space and preparing instructional materials requires the commitment of scarce resources, so this strategy may not be feasible or sustainable.

**Lack of Evidence of Effectiveness**

For all the apparent value of curricular integration, there is little evidence of substantive improvement in learning outcomes or other important parameters in integrated vs. traditional curricula. This is particularly troublesome in pharmacy programs, where the expectation for evidence-based practice in the clinical realm might reasonably be expected to apply in the educational realm. Reports that “students enjoyed [an interdisciplinary] professional skills development course” and that the course instructors “commented that students...demonstrated a greater understanding of the importance of basic sciences” or that “students as well as teachers appreciated both [horizontal and vertical] forms of integration highly” are encouraging but hardly compelling justification for curriculum change.

More rigorous studies of learning outcomes of integrated curricula have demonstrated improvements that are modest at best. For example, a study comparing the diagnostic ability of medical students in a traditional curriculum, a problem-based learning curriculum, and a systems-based integrated curriculum showed similar performance by those in the problem-based and the integrated curriculum, both of which were better than performance in the traditional curriculum. However, the difference was small, so the practical significance of the difference in curricular format is questionable. Similarly, students in an extended practice experience at a
single practice site that integrated clinical experience with coursework had nonsignificant improvements on examination scores compared to students completing the more typical practice experiences through various practice sites without integration with their coursework.\(^{50}\) That said, students in the integrated practice experiences gave significantly higher ratings for the effectiveness of their experience in preparing them to deal with patients in a truly caring manner, to deal with ethical dilemmas, to see the effect of social context on patients and their problems, to involve patients in decision making, to relate to diverse patient populations, and to be a self-reflective practitioner.\(^{50}\) Such outcomes are desirable, of course, but a higher self-rating is not a demonstration of actual improvement in caring attitude, dealing with ethical dilemmas, etc. Mixed findings have also been reported, such as a shift to deeper learning approaches and a shift to more surface learning approaches by similar numbers of students in an integrated curriculum.\(^{51}\)

Lack of evidence for effectiveness is not the same thing as lack of effectiveness, however. Much of the available literature is descriptive rather than evaluative. One review of the literature from 1992 to 2009 on interdisciplinary teaching and learning in higher education located only 10 reports of empirical studies.\(^ {45}\) This may be because the task of conducting large-scale studies that would convincingly demonstrate the value of integrated curricula and the achievement of integrative learning is filled with challenges. There may be large gaps between the curriculum as planned, the curriculum as delivered by instructors, and the curriculum as experienced by students. Also, research on students has many ethical pitfalls and requires careful attention to procedures to ensure voluntary participation, protection of identity, and avoidance of negative consequences associated with participating, withdrawing, or refusing to participate. A further difficulty is that assessment of student learning is often poorly conducted. Even with well-designed research, the degree to which findings can be generalized may be questioned because institutional contexts, curricular structures, and student populations are complex and vary considerably.

Nevertheless, traditional curricula have been developed and implemented in the absence of supportive evidence. Lack of evidence for the value or effectiveness of integrated curricula should thus be seen as a call to enhanced efforts in the scholarship of teaching and learning, not as justification for avoiding curricular change.

**PROPOSAL FOR EVALUATING CURRICULAR INTEGRATION**

Effective undergraduate degree program reform requires a scholarly approach to curriculum evaluation, which includes investigation of curricular contexts, processes, and outcomes.\(^ {52}\) There are many fruitful avenues for inquiry in the area of curricular integration. Possible research questions include: What understandings of and intentions for integration informed the planning of the curriculum? How did those understandings and intentions influence the design of the curriculum? How have instructors approached the task of implementing curricular integration? What are the drivers, barriers, and pedagogical supports that affect curricular integration, from student and faculty perspectives? What supports have been provided or would be required for improved integrative learning? To what extent is integrative learning demonstrated in students’ work? Figure 1, which distinguishes among the espoused, enacted, and experienced curricula and locates the intersections among them, provides examples of data sources useful for evaluating curricular integration.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Integration is an essential element of contemporary approaches to curriculum renewal in higher education generally, and in pharmacy programs in particular. Curricular integration is a complex, multifaceted process that requires a scholarly approach to development, implementation, and evaluation. While there are differing definitions of important concepts such as curriculum, curricular integration, interdisciplinarity, and integrative learning, the view taken here is that the crucial elements of integrated curricula are the horizontal connections between disciplines and the vertical connections between theory and practice. Further, it is essential to distinguish between the espoused, enacted, and experienced curricula, because a curriculum may neither be implemented as planned, nor have the outcomes expected.

The intention of curricular integration is to foster integrative learning, which in pharmacy programs manifests itself in expectations for graduates to apply knowledge and skills from multiple disciplines to the management of patients’ drug therapy in complex medical conditions. Integrative learning does not occur spontaneously for most students, and thus must be deliberately fostered through integrated curricula. However, the process of creating an integrated curriculum is not easy as it requires negotiation of barriers such as discipline-based institutional structures, concepts of knowledge, and traditions of teaching and learning; limited time and resources; and the need to develop integrative pedagogical and assessment strategies. The evidence to support such an effort is limited. Thus, there is a need for additional scholarly inquiry to more thoroughly evaluate approaches to and outcomes of curricular integration.
Figure 1. Examples of data sources for evaluating integration in the intersecting curricula.
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